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Short Resume

My working experience could be squeezed into two fields – on writing and information technology. 
Programming and analysing, test and project management, localization and proofreading. 

I have also both translated and written several user and administrative manuals, help texts and e-
learning classes. I have taught also on the end user and administrative classes.

My latest assignments that I can talk about, were a project manager for applications migration on 
airline industry. My airline experience is 15 years and includes both reservation and financial 
applications. I have also had customers for office and financial application users from shipping 
yards, automotive factories and building sites. 

My basic education is on engineering and journalism, and I started my working life as a technical 
translator from Finnish  into English and vice versa. Our customers at the time were universities and 
technical high schools and these equipments sold were the newest technology at the time. These 
translations were pretty difficult as some of the gadgets were never been given an equivalent in 
Finnish language. At that time I was in close contact with the linguistic authorities and this 
knowledge helped me greatly later when computers became common and one had to invent short 
and descriptive names for various functions, tasks and menus.

I have re-started as a translator, freelancer, a year ago as I wish to stay in Finland. I have travelled 
the world around several times, a few too many,  so if something out of it, I have gained a good 
knowledge of world's airports and their security systems, CKIN applications and of course, hotels 
and their systems.

My special interest is translating user manuals, proofreading and testing applications and gadgets 
that are aimed for common users. I am experienced also on localization of applications. I can also 
translate airlines and aviation specific texts and I could discuss also of other technical translation 
possibilities if needed.
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